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GENERALITIES 
In most economic theories, economic agents try to optimise an objective 
function. They are limited by physical, technological, or monetary con- 
straints. Hence the consumer maximises his utility under a budgetary con- 
straint and the producer maximises his profit or minimises his costs under 
technological constraints. The same problems exist in the case of fuzzy sub- 
sets. Thus Ponsard [S] has defined a fuzzy utility in the theory of the 
producer and the consumer. As in the case of ordinary subsets a decision 
problem boils down to optimising a fuzzy function under several fuzzy con- 
straints. 
The problem can be expressed as follows: given a nonfuzzy referential X 
and the membership functions ,&x), am,,..., pC,,(x) we have to determine 
x such that x maximises 
P&I = k-(x) n k,(x) n . . . n k,(x). 
Negoita and Ralescu [3,4] have shown that such a problem can come 
down to maximising a function on an ordinary subset. However, one draw- 
back to this method is that in real life constraints do not play the same 
role. Therefore the problem can be brought down to studying the convex 
linear combinations of the membership functions of the fuzzy goal and the 
fuzzy constraints. 
This paper will be divided into two parts: First, a theoretical part which 
presents the definition and existence of an optimum. Then a reciprocal will 
be built under more restrictive conditions; this procedure has the advan- 
tage of linking our study to that of Negoita and Ralescu. Second, the actual 
calculation of the optimum is defined in this way. 
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1. PARETO OPTIMUM 
1.1. Existence 
1.1.1. THEOREM. Given (n + 1) membership functions p, iE [0, n] and 
c7 = (a,,..., c(,) a family of positive coefficients whose sum total equals one, 
any x” maximising C; cli is such that 
(a) if y exists such that Vi, pi(y) > pi(x’) then y 4 X; 
(b) if the tl all differ from zero and if 
Prooj Let us proceed by reductio ad absurdurn. y E X exists such that 
pi(y) 2 pi(xa) with at least one strict inequality. Let us multiply each 
inequality by c(~ and add Vi E (0, n) it follows 
which contradicts the definition of x”. 
By analogy with economics, xa such as it is defined in part (a) is a weak 
Pareto optimum, in part (b) it is a strict Pareto optimum. 
Before tackling the existence theorem let us give a definition. 
1.1.2. DEFINITION. x is unanimously preferred to y if and only if 
Pi(X) 3 Pi(Y) Vie [IO, n] 
1.1.3. EXISTENCE THEOREM. Zf thefunctions pi are continuous ViE [0, n] if 
X C R” is bounded Vy E X, a Pareto optimum exists which is unanimously 
preferred to y. 
ProoJ Let us examine the set of all the elements of X unanimously 
preferred to y. 
Z(Y)= {z,z~Xvi~ ~~,~l,~i(z)~~i(~)) 
= /Jo (ZiZ E R”, Pi(Z)2Pi(Y))nX 
Z(y)+0 for y~Z(y). 
Z(y) is bounded, since Z(y) is a subset of X which is by hypothesis boun- 
ded. Z(y) is closed as intersection of closure. Hence Z(y) is compact. 
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The set of all the points of Z(y), where the continuous function p0 
reaches its maximum is a non-empty compact: 
The operation is repeated by carrying on to ,u, ,..., pn. We obtain ?-& = 
{X,XEX,-, VZEX,-,, p,(x) >,uJz)}. Any element of ZH answers the 
question and we have 
g@iy,, E )...) cxo E Z(y). 
This family is the only one possible. Indeed let us prove this by reductio 
ad absurdum. Let t E X such that 
P;(t) 2 Pi(X) vie [O, n], XE x,. 
Therefore we have pi(t) > pi(z), hence t E Z(y). In particular for i = 0, 
,~~(t) > ,u~(x), x E X, then XE Xoi x maximises pO. On Z(y) we have p,, 
(t) = PO(X), t E xcl. 
The process is repeated and step by step we prove that tli~ [0, n], 
pi(t) = pi(x), therefore t E %,,t is a Pareto optimum. 
Remark. The basis hypothesis of the proof is Z(y) it is therefore 
possible to reduce the hypothesis by assuming than only x is compact. 
The existence theorem is important because it provides a means of 
actually calculating the optimum. Before turning to the converse let us 
prove two lemmas. 
1.2. Converse 
1.2.1. LEMMA 1. Let p be the function defined on the convex set X 
towards R”+ I, 
If the mappings ,U are concave Vi E (0, n), the set p(X), R” + ’ &fined by 
is convex. 
Proof: Let v=(v,~~~v,,)~p(X)-RR”+’ and W= W,,..., W,,)ep(X)- 
IR “+‘it suffices to show that Vte[O, l] tv+(l-t)‘w~p(X)-RR”,f’: 
(1) vE/4(X)-R[W”,+’ by definition 3x E Y/@(x) 3 ui VIE [0, n] 
(2) w~p(X)-RIW”,+’ by definition 3y~X/p~(y)aw~ Vi~[O,nl 
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Multiply (1) by t, (2) by (1 - t), whence &(x) B tui, 
(l-t)Pi(Y)>(l-t)wi vi E [O, n]. 
Add member by member whence 
t~i(X)+(l~t)~j(~)~tUj+(l~t)wj t/ifs [O, n]. 
Now X is convex by hypothesis therefore tx + (1 - t) y E X the functions 
pi are concave by hypothesis therefore 
Pdtx+ (l-t)Y)~tPi(X)+ U -t) Pi(Y). 
Hence from the hypothesis and the preceeding inequalities it follows, 
,ai(x+(l-t)y)2tui+(1-t)wi. Therefore tu+(l--t) w~p(X)-R’!++‘by 
definition of the set. 
By definition pi(X) - rW;+ ’ is convex. 
1.2.2. LEMMA. With the hypotheses of the preceding lemma, a necessary 
and sufficient condition for x to be a Pareto maximum is that 
(p(x) + dB:+ ‘) n (p(X) - R;+ ‘) = $3 
Proof Let us use a proof by reductio ad absurdum. Let us assume 
(p(x)+kY++‘)n(p(X)-R”+‘)#(25, VEX, pi>0 qi>O that ViE(O,n) 
exists, such that 
Vie (0, n), PAX) + Pi = Pi(Y I- 4;. 
Therefore (y) > pi(x) Vie (0, n) which contradicts the fact that x is Pareto 
optimum. 
These two lemma will enable us to prove the converse of the existence of 
the Pareto optimum. 
1.2.3. CONVERSE. Let pi iE [0, n](n + 1) be concaue continuous mem- 
bership functions. If x E X is a weak Pareto optimum then a family a = 
(a0 . . * a,,) of positiue coefficients whose sum equals one exists such that x 
maximises C;=0 aipi on the set X. That is to say V y E X Cyzo ajpi(x) > 
XI=0 aiPi(Y). 
Proof: &cording to Lemma 1.2.1. the set p(X) - R”+’ is convex. The 
set p(x) + R, n+ ’ is the translate of the convex cone R;+ r by the vector p(x) 
it is therefore convex. 
According to Lemma 1.2.2. the two convex sets p(X) - lW++’ and 
p(x) + KY+ l are disjointed. According to Minkowski’s separation theorem, 
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a hyperplane exists which seperates them, i.e., a family of coefficients 
a= (a,,..., a,) and b exists such that 
vuvp(X)-Rn+l i > ,~oaiuj bb with L’= (uO ,..., u,,), 
vwEp(X+n%“,+’ ) ( f aiwj)>h with W= (We,..., w,), 
,=o 
WE ,u(x) + k”,” ’ can be written 
w; = p; + t;, t = (to )...) t,), t > 0. 
Therefore ~;=oai(pj(x)+ti)>bVt>O. Let Vt>O, C;=oaiti>b- 
E=o a,Ax). 
As the functions are continuous by passing over the limit 
Oab- c u,p(x). 
i=O 
That is to say 
c vi(x) > 6. 
i=O 
Moreover, we have the inequality 
( ) ,coaic. <b 
uep(X)-w+‘, u can be written ui = pi(y) + Pi, y E X, pi 3 0, tli~ (0, n). 
Therefore V y E X, V pi 3 0, C;=o ai(pi(y) - p,) d b; in particular if pi = 0 
we have 
i~oaiPi(Yl~b- 
By grouping the inequalities together we obtain V y E X, 
All the coefficients are positive. Indeed let us prove this by reductio ad 
absurdum. Let us assume that aj < 0 for a certain j. Let us go back to the 
inequality C aiti 2 b -C aipi(x). 
It holds true that V t > 0 by passing over the limit, it holds true t = 0, 
i # j,, tj > 0, the expression becomes ajt 2 b - C;= o aipi(x). 
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If tj + + co, u,t j + --co we arrive at an impossibility. Hence all the 
coefficients a, are positive, in particular, C ai > 0. The two members of the 
inequality can be divided by C;=,, ak, it follows 
It suffices to assume aiE; =0 uk = a, to obtain the desired result. Thus 
we have shown under an additional hypothesis the equivalance between the 
two methods of calculating the optimum. 
In the second part we shall give a method for actually calculating the 
optimum. 
2. ACTUAL CALCULATION 
2.1. The setting of the Problem 
Let y be any element of X p(y) = pii, ViE [0, n]. According to the 
existence theorem, the problem amounts to determining x0 E X such that x0 
maximises pa(x) under the constraints pi i (x0) 2 ,Q, Vie [ 1, n]. 
Such a problem is a problem of maximisation under an inequality con- 
straint. Let us begin by giving some definitions. 
2.1.1. DEFINITIONS. Domain. The set D = {x E X, p;(x)(x) > pi} is called 
the domain of the problem. 
Global maximum x0 is a global maximum if and only if XE D and 
V Y ED, PO(X) a PO(Y). 
Local maximum x0 is a local maximum if and only if x E D and if a 
neighbourhood V of x0 exists such that V y E V n D, pa(x) > po( y). 
By its very definition it is obvious that any global maximum is a local 
maximum. 
By using particular fuzzy subsets we can prove a converse. 
Fuzzy subset, (resp. strictly) convex. A fuzzy subset is (resp. strictly) con- 
vex if and only if its membership function is (resp. strictly) quasi-concave. 
2.1.2. THEOREM. If the fuzzy subset (X, pi, 0) is strictly convex and the 
fuzzy subsets (X, pi) Vie [ 1, n] are convex, any local maximum is a global 
maximum. 
Prooj: Let x0 be a local maximum, let us use proof by reductio ad 
absurdum: x E D exists such that 
PO(X) a Po(XO), 
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XED; therefore pi(x)>pj(y) VIE [l, n]. Let us define X’E 1x0, .Y[: 
x’=x+t(x-x0)=1x+(1--)x0 tE 10, l[. 
pi is quasi-concave therefore: 
b(x) = h(lx + (1 - lb’) 2 minh(x), pi( >p, 
hence x’ ED. 
We can choose t such that x belongs to a neighbourhood of x0. Since x0 
is a local maximum pi(x’) < po(xo). By hypothesis pi(x) > po(xo). Since p. 
is strictly quasi-concave Vx’ E lx, x”[ we have po(x’) > po(xo), which is 
impossible. 
It is difficult to solve the problem such as it has been set thus we shall set 
the problem in two other ways and show their equivalence 
original problem. 
/ith the 
2.2. The Lagrangian Saddle Point 
2.2.1. DEFINITION. Given the membership functions pi iE [0, n 1 defined 
on an open set A’ we determine x0 E X, y” E R”, yi 3 0 Vi E [ 1, n] such that 
the couple (x0, y”) is a saddle point of the function F(x, y) = 
pa(x) + C;=o yipi( that is to say VXE X, Vy E R”, F(x’, y) 3 
F(xO, y”) 2 F(x, y”). 
The function F is called a Lagrange function or lagrangian. 
2.2.2. THEOREM. Any lagrangian saddle point is a global maximum for 
the function p. under the constraint ,ui(x) > p,, Vie [l, n]. 
Proof: Let (x0, y”) be a lagrangian saddle point. Let us show that 
ViE [ 1, n], pi(xo) > 0. Let us prove this by reductio ad absurdum, for 
example, pi(xo) < 0. Let us assume zi = y, + 1, z, = yi Vie [z, n]: 
=PO(xo) + i: YzPiCxo) +PIfxo) 
i= 1 
F(x’, z”) < F(x’, y). 
By construction z E R”, z1 > 0, zi > 0, VIE [Z, n], F(x’, z) < F(x’, z’), we 
arrive at a contradiction. Thus p(x”)a 0, ViE [ 1, n]. Let us take x E D, 
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POtx) G POtx) + f YiPAx) for Pj(X)20, yi 2-O 
i= 1 
PO(X) G F(x, YO) G F(xO, yO) definition of x0 and y” 
< F(xO, 0) = p(xO) definition of x0 
Po(XO) 2 PO(X)? x0 is a global maximum. 
To prove the reciprocal we must use the preliminary lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Given a function f concave to n components defined on a con- 
vex CCR” if the system fi(x)>O has no solution then a function f = 
C;= 1 pi fi... XI= 1 pi = 1 exists such that Vx, E C sup f(x) Q 0. 
ProojI Let F be the set of points: 
F= (y,, y~IW”3x~C/f,(x)> y,}. 
The origin is not in F. Let us prove this by reductio ad absurdum 0,. E F 
3x E Clf,(x) > 0, and by assumption, the system fi(x) < 0 has no solution. F 
is convex V~EF, VY’EF, V(p,p’)~lR~, ~30 $20, p+p’=l 
py + p’y’ E F. Indeed, 
fi(px + p’x’) 2 pf,(x) + pfi(x’) f concave, 
2 PYi + P’Y: for fix) > yi, 
(py, + p’yi) E F which is convex by definition. 
By using Minkowski’s separation theorem, there exist 4, iE [l, n], not 
all nul such that V y E F, C;= i ai yi d 0. Now if x E C, we can define ai < 0 
such that yi = fi + cli. Since y E F by definition C;= i ai( fi(x) + cq) < 0 Vcl, < 
0 C:= r ai fi(x) + XI= I a,cq d 0. The function thus defined is a continuous 
function of cli. We can write 
>i% 
[ 
i aih(x) + i aiMi]. 
;=j j=; 
All the S$ are non-negative. Let us use prove this by reductio ad adsur- 
dum: 3 i/a, < 0, C;= i aifi(x) + cr,) < 0. 
Let us make cli + --cocci - ai_ian tends towards zero. The expression 
tends towards +co which is impossible since it is negative or nul. 
Let us assume that pk = akEy, 1 ai, pk 20 VkE [l, n]: 
409/118/1-13 
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The expression becomes VXE C, C;= r p,h.(x) < 0 if n <m + 1; the 
theorem is proved to hold true. If n <PI + 1 we can cancel at least 
n - (m + 1) of the pi coefficients. Let us assume Cj = {x: XE CL(x) > 0) 
Vie [l, n]. By assumption, the system fj(x) > 0 has no solution hence 
fi:_i Ci = 0; according th Helly’s theorem the indices i, ,..., i, + , exists 
such that the intersection of the sets C,, ,..., Clm+, is empty. The system 
fi,(x) > 0, fi, + ,(x1 > 0 h as no solution so we return to the previous case in 
which n=m+ 1. 
CONSEQUENCE 1. Given a convex set C and a family fi of upper semi- 
continuous concave functions in C, if the finite or non-finite system 
fi(x) > 0 ‘4i~ [ 1, n] has no solution in C then a function f exists such that 
f =Cy211 pifi, pi 20, ViE Cl, m, + 11: 
m+l 
i;, Pi = 1 vxEC,sup f(x)<O. 
Proof: Let f i(x) > E, be the system which has no solution in C; the sets 
Ci = (x: XE C, fi(x) 2 sj} are closed and their intersection is empty. 
Therefore the system k.(x) - si > 0 Vi E [i, n] has no solution in C; we can 
apply the preceeding theorem. There exists pi 3 0, Vi E [ 1, m + 11, C pi = 1 
such that p,(f,(x) -C k) Q 0, whence Cy=+r’ pi fi(x) 9 CT!+~’ piq < 0. Now 
the function f is upper semi-continuous on the compact C: by using the 
properties of the bounds we can write 
m+l 
“P f(x) = sup C pifj(x) Q 1 piEi < 0. 
XE c JEC j=l 
LEMMA 2. Let A E Iw” and BCc R” be the compact convex sets, let 
E(x, y) be a function of R”R” towards R, which is concave upper semi- 
continuous relative to x convex semi-continuous relative to y a couple 
(x0, y”) E A x B exists such that 
FxeJX, y”) < w”, Y”) a&dx”9 Y). 
Proof. Let g(y) = max, E A F(x, y). G is a function of y and is defined as 
lower semi-continuous on the compact B it has a lower bound and actually 
reaches it. There exists y” E B/g( y”) = min,, B [max,, A F(x, y]. 
Let the function h(x) = minycB F(x, y). As a function of x upper semi- 
continuous on the compact A, it has a maximum and actually reaches it; 
there exists 
x0 E A/h(x’) = mEa; [mEi; F(x, y)]. 
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Let us show that g(y’) = h(x’): 
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g(y) - 4x)= y:; w, Y) - yj; WY Y’) 
=maxCFxr..(x’, Y)-F~~:,...(x, Y’IIZO 
g(v) -4x) 2 0 F(x’, y’) - F(x’, y’) = 0. 
Then 
dYO) 2 h(xO). 
It remains to prove that g(y”) <h(x’). Let us consider by(x) = 
F(x, y) - h(x’) - E. The system by(x) Z 0 has no solution; let us prove this 
reductio ad absurdum that x’ exists such that 
VYEB, by(x) = F(x’, y) - /2(x0) - & 3 0 
F(x’, y) 2 h(xO) + E > /2(x0). 
In particular, min, E a F(x’, y) > h(xO) which contradicts the fact that h(x’) 
is a maximum in x. 
Let us use the consequence of Lemma 1: a function h(x) = C p$y,(x), 
r = n + m + 1 exists verifying h(x) < 0. According to the definition of h, 
h(x)= i pihyj(x) i piF(X-yi)-h(XO)-E<O 
i=l i= 1 
$, Pi(xiYi)<h(xO)+E). 
Now F is concave relative to y: 
Finally 
Ft’(x, Y) < 0,) + E 
max F(x, y) < h(x,) + E 
XEA 
l?(Y) < 00) + E 
g(Yo) < Wo) + 83 
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The relation holds true whatever the value of E, in particular when E -+ 0; 
from the properties of the bound g(yO) < h(x,) which brings the proof to an 
end. 
2.2.2. CONVERSE. If the functions p0 ,..., pL, are concave if a point x exists 
verifving the constraints that p,(x) # 0 for all the constraints which are not 
linear affine, if x0 is the maximum of ,uo, y”6 R”, y” 2 0 exists such that 
(x0, y’); that is to say, a lagrangian saddle point F(x, y) = 
POtx) + C Yi(PAx) -Pi). 
Proof: The system pi(x) - pi > 0 ViE [ 1, n], pa(x) - po(xo) > 0 has no 
solution because x0 is maximum. Let us apply Lemma 3. y” exists such that 
yp>O Vie [l, n] such that VXEX, 
POCx) - PO(xo) + i YP(Pitx) - Pi) G O, 
;= I 
vx E x3 POtx) G O(xo) + CY= 1 Yi(Pi(x) -PI): 
fk Y”) G ho. 
Similarly, ,no(xo) 6 po(xo) + x1=, yi(pi(xo) -pi) for pi(xo) - pi) 2 0 whence 
V y E lP+, f (x0) < F(x’, y). By bringing together all these conditions, 
Fk Y") ,< po(x") G 6x0, Y 1. 
If x = x0, y = y”, po(xo) = F(x’, y’), we have Vx E R”, V y E UP, 
F(x, y")< F(x’, y”)dF(xo, y). 
Thus we have shown that the two methods are equivalent: however, the 
analysis of the lagrangian saddle point is complicated so in order to get to 
the Lagrange problem we shall assume that the membership functions can 
be differentiated. 
2.3. Lagrange Problem 
2.3.1. Given the functions pi, iE [0, n], which are defined, continuous, 
and derivable on an open set X, the Lagrange problem is the determination 
ofx”EX, y’~lR”, y,aO, such that y”pi(xo)=O, Vie[l,n]: 
grad F(x’, y") d grad ,u~(x’) + i yi(pLi(xo) -pi = 0. 
i=l 1 
2.3.2. T~OREM. Any lagrangian saddle point is a solution to the 
Langrange problem. 
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Proof. Let (x0, y”) be a lagrangian saddle point. We can, as previously, 
prove that pJx”) > 0, ViE [ 1, n]. 
Moreover F(x”, y) = po(xo) + x1=, yi(~;(XO) -pi). Now r(x’, y) is a 
minimum of F(x’, y). Since XI= 1 yi(pi(xo) - pi) > 0. This condition can 
only be fulfilled if XI= I y,(x’)-pi) = 0. Since all the lemmas of E are 
positive or nil, this condition is fulfilled if yy pi(xo) = 0, Vi E [ 1, n]. 
Furthermore Vx E X, F(x”, y”) is an extremmum, so grad F(x”, y”) must 
equal 0. 
2.3.3. THEOREM. Given ,a;, iE [0, n] of the continuously derivable 
functions of a convex set X, ifpo is quasi concave, if pi, i E [ 1, n], are strictly 
quasi-concave, any solution to the Lagrange problem is a maximum of p. 
under the constraints. 
Proof: Let I= {iE [l, n], pj(xo)=pi} VigZ, pi(xo)#pi), and yF=O. 
Let ieZ, VXE D, by definition pi(xo) - pi > 0 therefore pi(x) > pi< 
pi(xo). Now ,u~ is strictly quasi-concave, therefore Vie I. 
(x - x0, grad I ) > 0. 
Let us use the scalar product properties: 
ViEZ, yi (x = x0, grad ,u;(x’)) = (x-x’, grad yipLi(xo)) > 0 
Vi#Z, Yi = 0. 
Whence 
(x -x0, grad Y~ZA~(X’)) z 0 
x-x’, grad i y,,~;(x’) . 
i=l > 
NOW grad(p(x’) + CT= 1 yipi( 
Whence 
x - x0, grad(po(xO) + f y;pi(xO) = 0, 
i=l > 
(x - x0, grad po( x0) ) > 0, 
( 
x-x’, grad t yipi( 0, 
i=l > 
(x - x0, grad po(xo) ) > 0. 
p. is quasi-concave, pa(x) < o(xo) po(xo) is maximum. 
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LEMMA 3. Let f gi, ie [i, n], be concave functions defined on R” such 
that the n - q last equations are affine if the system (1) g,(x) 2 0, Vi E [i, n], 
f(x) > 0 has no solution in [w” and if the system (2), g,(x) > 0 Vie [ 1, q], and 
gi(x) > 0 ViE [q + 1, n], has a solution there exist y, 20, ic [l, n], not all 
will such that Vx E W’, 
S + i Yigr Go. 
1=1 
ProoJ From Lemma 1, a function h = pOf+C pi yi exists such that 
VXE IF!?’ h < 0. If p0 # 0 let us assume p0 yi = p,; we have h = p,,[f+ E...], 
thus f = 1 yi g, < 0 and the theorem is proved to hold true. 
If p,, = 0 we use a proof by reductio ad absurdum. Let x0 be a solution to 
system (2) therefore g(x”) 3 0. Now according to the definition of h, h = 
C yi gi 6 0. There remains the condition h(x”) = 0, x y,g,(x”) ViE [ 1, q], 
g,(x’) > 0. For the condition to be filled pi must equal 0, Vie [l, q]. 
Finally, h(x) = C;= y + i yigi(xo); h is an afline function of x which cancels 
itself out for x = x0 and which is constantly negative or nul. Therefore for 
the condition to be fulfilled Vx E R”, h(x) = 0. 
Let us assume that we remove any one of the inequalities of system (1); 
it then becomes compatible. Let us introduce the m -q closed convex sets 
Cj = { x;x E R” g,(x) 2 0 vie (4i) and the convex set C= 
{~;~~[W~f(x)>O;g,(x)~OVi~[1,q],CinC#Obecauxesystem(1)has 
no solution. 
But the intersection of any m-q - 1 among them with the convex C is 
not empty; it follows, according to Helly’s theorem, that C is not part of 
their union; x’$ C exists such that x’ E U;=,+ i Ci. Then g,(x’) < 0, 
ViE [q + 1, m], 
h(x’)= f pIgi( which is impossible. 
i=y+l 
According to the existence theorem in order to continue the calculation 
we have to solve the program 
PAX). 
Under the constraints 
fx) 2 Pitxo) Vie [2, n], 
x being the solutions to (1): the program and the procedure is repeated. 
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